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ABSTRACT 

500 X», che maximum available RF power, at a frequency of 6C MHi and ia 50 to 
100 os pulses, ha» been launched in TFR plasaas using an array of 4 half turn antennae. The 
arraj has a potential power capability of I MW through a single port. The electrical coupling 
efficiency is about 90 Z. 

i . ryntopgcTiow 

Radio frequency heating in the ion cyclotron range of frequency has nade, ia the 
recent years, considerable pvogress in the fie?ds of both physics and technology ['I. Conse
quently a». Ici-aegawatc programs* have been initiated on the large To'scamaics oi several coun
tries, tc is widely recognized chat a aajor problem is to design an internal coupling struc
ture with the conflicting requirements of efficiency, ssallness, cleanness ana high degree 
of resistance against mechanical stresses ind thermal load. 

'»€ consider that this entire antenna problem has only matured its early infant 
stage. In the first part of this paper we briefly relate the trial and error process that led 
to che first saturation ot the principal conceptual element of an antenna. The iaçcrtîr.ce 
of the Faraday shield and insulating materials are especially discussed. The following 
3 parts deal with the detail antenna design, the conditioning procedure and the plasma 
operation of che most recent 4 eleaer.esantenna array of T7R. On line, at the power level of 
5C0 £>, for several aonchs on TFR, its performance suggests new directions which will, hope
fully, mature this intricate problem into an adult phase. 

2. CONCEPTUAL ELEMENTS 

Ve consider only antennae structures aade of a low impedance coil which should be 
sore properly viewed, at our working frequencies - 60 MKz - as a strip line. The antenna 
plasma coupling theory [2, 3} indicates 3 fundamental geometrical properties : 

-i- the antenna should be as close as possible to the plasma ; 
-ii- the distance between the 2 conductors of the strip line is not an essential para

meter provided it does .ioc become smaller than the separation to the plasma ; 
-iii- a Faraday shield can prevent the T.M. mode to radiate and couple, eventually, to 

peripheral electrostatic plasma modes. 

On the experimental side, several antenna designs have been tested on T7S since 
the early low power approach ['•*]. They are'Characterized by different screens betveen the RF 
conductors and che plasma (fig. 1). The principal conclusions are the following : 

• The lateral parts of the screen are absolutely required. Design of fig. la 
is unacceptable leading co short circuit of the S.F current by the plasma. 

- An alumina protection between the central conductor and che screen is useless. 
The sain purpose was to prevent che plasma particles to reach cha cenrral conductor. A spe
cial overlapping Faraday shield was shown [•] co produce the same efface. In addition i: 
allows a lesser distance co the plusaa and a faster and sort thorough conditionnir.g. 

* Design of fig lb with no Faraday shield in front of che p'.asma was found unsa
tisfactory in certain heating conditions ['] oresunably in connection with peripheral elec
trostatic coupling, in che «are design, an addititnal internal distributed capacitance -ace 
of «iapie metallic scrips (3 am vide) helped co decrease che characteristic ispedar.ee 
of :.-,« strip line and to inprcve natthing between :r.e antenna and the feeding cransais-
sion line. 

- '.'sing design sf fig. '.-. with a f-.il 1 shield, very satisfactory heating effects 
and limited contamination were sbcair.ei [']. The array sf arter.r.ac ssr.iCT-iStec with the»* 
principles v. 11 now be :;JS'_II*C In ssciili. 
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3. 500 KW ANTSN'SA JESICS (FIG. 2) 

The antenna array is composed of •*, nearly half turn elements. The feur antennae 
are located on each side of a sirgle port of TF5. Each element is introduced separately ia 
the vacuum chamber. Its width has the aaxiaum size compatible with the introduction of the 
element through a standard port of TFH (10 cm wide, 52 ca high). The eleaents are then assem
bled together to fora a stiff closed structure which is repelled against the port sides 
with braces. This arrangement leaves free the central part of the port access for diagnostic 
use. 

The central conduccosare then connected internally in parallel to form a top and 
bottom pair. Each pair is fed through the vacuum chamber by a 50 ohm coaxial line (8 cm 0.0.) 
An alumina vacuum tight feed through section shown on fig. 3 isolates the vacuum chamber from 
the coaxial section pressurized a: 2 atmospheres of nitrogen. Care has been taken to cover 
the brazed joincs by shaping electrodes preventing coronna. For the same anti-coronna purpose, 
3 mm radius .ods are placed on the edge of the central conductor. All antenna elements are 
made with Inconnel 600, a material requested for all inner parts of TFR. A SO urn silver pla
ting covers the surfaces carrying RF current in the antenna with the exception of the Faraday 
screen. All parts are also submitted to an extended electro-polishing treatment. The principal 
dimensions of one antenna element are given in table I ( w stands for width, L for length 
and e for thickness). 

TABLE 1 

- Central conductor w » 62 am ; L » 540 am ; e » 4 an 
edge r • 3 am 

- Return conductor w • 85 xm ; I « 600 an ; e (averaged) » 13 am 
- Faraday shield w • 5.3 am ; t « I xm 

!28 pieces per 
ant.elesect 

- Separation - centrât tond, to return cond. « 20 T B 
— central cond. co Faraday shield 

« 5 am (ainiaum) 
between 2 layers of the Faraday 
shield » 2 sa 

The center ctnductor is separated from the pLassa ay 3 aetaiiic layers highly 
divised in the poloidal direction in order to be transparent to the ?.£. electromagnetic 
waves : A double overlapping screen (separation 2 aa) slays the role of the shield and also 
contributes :o the capacitance of the strip line. A thick (7 an) lateral super-pro taction 
with 45 decrees slots every 7 si vas found necessary to absorb the plasaa theraal load which 
appears in case of a aajor disruption. The inner edge of the super-protection is 2 ca ir. the 
shadow of a liaiter located ia an adjacent port 40 ca away from the antenna. 

4. COSPITIONNISG 

After installation in the torus, the antenna array is baked at 200'C during 2 hours 
by running sioultancously the standard baking of the bellows of the vacuun chasber (350'C) 
and joule heating of the antenna by the RF current at the level of 1 to 2 KW CH. 

It is then very userai I to remove carbon and oxygen from the antenna and its vici
nity by a discharge produced by :he 31 itself. Stable and reproducible 3? discharges corres
pond to the conditions : 

- Continuous toroidal field : 4 KG. 
- Deuterium base pressure : 0.5 to 1.5 a Torr. 
- ?eak 3F power tOO '*w ; duration 
- Ancenna and chamber temperature 

C0 4 stops 
0 and 
exposure 

20 ss every one or two seconds. 
200'C. 

This procedure is operated during a few hours until the production of D; 
to decrease. It seeas necessary co do the cleaning only after a period of 

to'air cf the torus. 
A conditioning azainst 3F arcing in the ar.tar.na is then required. I: is necessary 

to parfera this operation with ihort puis** ('. ta 3 a») or with a default ir.cerruptar to 
prevent crater foraacion in the antenna. With a new antenna, the firs: arts sccur between 
7 to iO '*.''. After roughly a :0C arts the antar.na beceaes capable of holding 20 W. No dete
rioration i» observed when the pulse length is increased to 50 ss. The entire prsces* takes 
between one co two hour» and its benefit! persist during the life zi the sr.ctr.r.a. 

Even with a fully cor.ditionr.ed antenna, a weak aulcipaetsr effet: always nar.^fascs 
itself ';;•• a isali gas releaie during an ?." pulse in vacuus, the gas release is saxisus at 
3F voltages around 5 <V and dé.*r*ase sharply above .0 /.v. :- normal speratisn :he sas* îrss-
sur-i 3f T"?. isét not ir.irasê :y =cr« than '.0"'> zi !C" ; tarr ir.c t.-.ij effet: tar.noe account 
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for chc iapuricy release observed in 3? Heating experiaencs. 

5 SLECT3ICAL ?30PE3TI£S 
The eleccrieal characteristics vichouc plasma of a cop or boccoo pair, measured 

ac che poinc where che central conductors are connected in parallel, are listed in cable II. 
For cnese measurements che antenna is isolated from che coaxial line : 

TABLE II 

- Self inductance 8 to"3 Henry 
- Quarter wave-lengch 

resonating frequency 
78 MHs 

- Characteristic iapedanci Z - 25 3 
- Maximum impedance ac 78 MHz Z - 2000 a 
- Phase velocity Vq, • 1.25 IO 8 B/S 

The small distance between che Faraday shield and che central conductor is respon
sible for the slow phase velocity of chis structure. As discussed in ref. [<*], this property 
is beneficial for power coupling provided either the characteristic impedances of the coaxial 
feeder and the antenna are matched or che feeding point coincides with a maximum standing vol
tage. The second condition is only approximately realized here. Ve are now studying an 
«proved version of Che design «here che realisation of che cvo conditions viil be lap roved 
by using a 25 Q coaxial feeder and by decreasing further che ancenna phase velocity with an 
internal capacitor as discussad is section 2. 

With plasma, ve have not noticed significant changes in eicher the voltage stand 
off capabilities or in the reactive properties or the antennae. The major effect is an order 
of magnitude increase of che seminal radiation resistance defined as 3 • 2 ? Z0^fTi 1 where 
? is the coupled sower, 'C0 che peak voltage on che feeder and 3, its characteristic impedance. 
Supplying only a Single csp or bocrem ancer.na pair, il increases" frets H.. • 0.5 ft vichouc olas-
sa to ?.3»4 to ? 2 with plasaa. The plasaa loading appeared to be sensitive to detailed ope
rating conditions, in particular to plasma position and to peripheral plasaa density. 
With 2 antenna pairs connected externally in parallel ac a poir.c of maximum vol cage (fig. 3;, che 
overall loading resistance approximately doubles (3 co 2C .1) . The sensicivity co plasaa con
ditions does noc allow co determine an évertuai positive aucual influence between the 
2 pairs. »_ - R 

P v 
The coupling efficiency of che antenna defined as 1 • appears to be 

in excess of 90 S. '? 
Each pair has been separately cesced with plasaa ac che level of 400 SO» without 

reaching a liait due co arcing. The maximum voltage on the line was 20 kV. Such a voltage 
applied to the entire array corresponds to a pocenciai power capability of about I MW. 

A series of experiaencs has been conducted during five sonchs with chis array. 
Eificienc plasma heating effects and liai ted concaaination were obcained [1]. Fig. 4 a and b 
represents the peak RF voltage of the waves emitted by the generator and reflected co ic. 
The power level (500 iCW) and the time evolution are quite typical of TFR operation. Arcing 
was a very rare event in the experimental series : abouc once every 50 to 100 runs ; the 
traces of fig. 4 illustrates che operation of the default interrupter «hen arcing does occur. 
If the reflected power exceeds an adjustable level, the interrupter opens, in 100 »S, che 
link co che first amplifier of the power generator during 1.5 ss. This short interruption 
is usually sufficient to quench che arc and allows to resume noraal operation. 

The coupling properties of the array did not degrade during the five months period 
although che super protection nttdsd replacement in view of the aelting produced by frequer.c 
major plasma disruptions. 
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(a) 

VUW.'V.A^ 1^ 

Fiat. 1. - Cross section end schematics or 4 types of antennae used ia TFR. 
(a) bare aaceaaa ; Co) antenna procecced with slocced side shields ; (c) full 
shield (overlapping double screen) ; (d) full shield aad ceraaic casiag. 
(I) central conductor ; (2) return conductor ; (3) side shield with £5 degrees 
slots ; (i) overlapping double screen ; (5) ceraaic casing ; (6) sloctad internal 
capacitance ; (7) thick super protection vith 45 degrees slots. 
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1 VACUUM SIOE 
2 . PRESSURIZED SiOE («2 ATM.) 
3 ALUMINA 
4 ri-Alj0 3 BRAZED JOINTS 
5 .CORCNNA 5UPPRE5SCRS 
6 . PARALLEL INTERNAL CONNECTION OP 2 ANTENNAE 
7 . PUMPING MOLES 
8 . COAXIAL UNE 

tof/.ii'. vacuus - :ij!-.: fted thr-suah. J 
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r DEFAULT INTERRUPTER 

rnef!. 2 

B* - Oscillotcopt tracts of dirtc:£on&ai eouplars locxctd on chc coaxial fttdtrs 
( s i j . 5/. Pine.i »sd pr«fl. i « t ch« oowtrs tail ltd by eh« *«n«racor and rtfltcctd 
co i t . Pine.2 *a4 prtfl. 2 rtprtstnes eh« aaxiaum scandiag vclcagt of ch* incidtnc 
vavt and :he rtfltcccd w*v« on cht f t t i tr . 
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